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1) Which dish is served at a definite time of the day?
2) Which drink is believed to make people happier?
3) What is the stereotype of English food and drink?
4) Which drink is made and consumed in huge amounts?
5) Which food was created for practical reasons?
6) Which dish provides opportunities for creativity?
7) What vegetable is used almost in every dish?

A Among the many attractions the UK has to offer, food and drink is perhaps unfairly known 
for the wrong reasons. The image of tasteless, heavy dishes and endless cups of weak tea 
may be funny to foreigners, but a closer look at some of the lesser-known dishes and drinks 
might reveal some surprising, and unfamiliar, secrets.

B The simple sandwich may seem the same old boring, uninspiring snack we all know so 
well. But your faithful friend has come a long way since the Earl of Sandwich invented it 
so he could eat meat without getting his fingers dirty. Meet ‘The Cemita’, a Mexican bread 
roll filled with chilli, pork, cheese, avocado, onion and red sauce. Different, eh? Delicious, 
too.

C The English are well known for being beer drinkers, drinking millions of pints a year. Other 
nations produce and consume beer, but the incredible variety of beer made in the UK is 
what makes it special. The thousands of UK pubs offer more than 2,000 different types of 
beer, ranging from the world famous to the unknown. There is a beer for every taste, every 
occasion, every pocket.

D Sir Walter Raleigh wasn’t the first person to bring the potato to England, and the English 
didn’t invent chips, or French fries. However, the famous vegetable is responsible for the 
modern phrase ‘chips with everything’. Chips aren’t the most interesting dish perhaps, but 
think of all the things the potato can be used for, and think of all the things chips can go 
with.

E Is soup just a liquid of boring vegetables heated up to keep the British warm in the winter? 
Don’t dismiss this dish so easily. You can mix and match virtually anything to make a tasty 
soup. Consider chicken tortilla soup – chicken, beans, tomatoes, salsa, chillies, tortilla 
chips and cheese. Bring ingredients together and see what new blend you can invent!

F Tea is the classic British drink at work (with the tea-break) and during leisure time (at tea-
time). Tea helps solve every problem. As the British say, ‘There’s nothing like a good cup 
of tea to cheer you up’. It’s the simple drink that joins all British people together. There 
are lots of different kinds of tea, such as Earl Grey or Lapsang Souchong, but the traditional 
British cup of tea is a plain breakfast tea.




